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INTRO

The idea of The Silk Streets was inspired by the
ancient history of “Silk Road Trading”, a network of
trade routes which connected the East and West,
and was central to the economic, cultural, political,
and religious interactions between these regions
from the 2nd century BCE to the 18th century.
The vast networks in The Silk Streets carries more
than just merchandise and precious commodities.
However, the constant trading and interaction also
brings about the transmission of knowledge, ideas
and cultures.
The users in The Silk Streets will not only be
attracted by the trade, but also the continuous and
widespread of intellectual and cultural exchange, at
the same time, with the most transparent,
convenient and advanced blockchain technologies.

blockchain x street culture

How is Blockchain evolving?
The internet connected people all over the world
through the few touches from the fingertips.
Blockchain technology revolutionizes that world
through various technological advantages and
capabilites.
Transaction speeds, energy efficiency, and network
overload problems now does not hinder companies
to integrate blockchain technology into their
businesses. Therefore initially, blockchain
technology was thought to revolutionize the
financial industry by decentralizing financial
institutions, preventing fraudulent activities, and
providing faster international payments. Now, the
technology’s adaptability in multiple industry sectors
is utterly amazing. The street fashion industry is no
exception from blockchain implementation.

STATICS

Can you get limited sneakers by yourself?
Normal customers

YOU

Sneaker release

Failed order

Price raises due to limited quantity

Order in
official wesbite

Spend more to get from reseller

“The Jordan brand, on a wholesale equivalent basis,
just earned its first $1 billion quarter,”
- Nike CEO Mark Parker said on a call with investors Dec. 19.

GAME CHANGER
How does Silk Streets change the game?

NORMAL

Look for products
in Silk Marketplace

Authentication check
upon Request

Authentication check done
Success order

VIP

Pre-Order

Order processed
by professional
team

Success order

Instant Delivery
Instant Delivery

Received goods
Received goods

eco system

TRADER AND VERIFIED TRADESMAN
Everyone can be merchant in The Silk Streets. Users may
start selling once their merchant registration is
approved. Product listing may be any brands but only
related to street fashion are allowed.
“Trader” could be any registered merchant in The Silk
Streets. However, their authentication of merchandise is
yet to be confirmed unless the item was requested to be
check by our professional team. Users may rate and
leave review for Traders once every purchase is made.
By maintaining excellent reviews and high rating for a
specified period, Traders will be verified by our team and
upgraded as “Verified Tradesman”
“Verified Tradesman” are trusted and experienced
merchant who invited to join by our end. Sourcing from
the world’s premium boutiques and retailers, as well as
our trusted network of resellers, they only sell authentic
products. Legal actions and penalty can be occurred if
there is any authentication issue with their listed
products.
AUTHENTICATION CHECK SERVICE
To ensure the authentication of listed products, users
may request authentication check service provided by
our professional team. All resale products are verified by
a combination of machine learning technology as well as
in-hand verification to ensure the product is both
authentic and as described.
To support our verification process, we have logged
hundreds of thousands of data points on our products to
help define their authenticity. Our specialists go through
rigorous training and inspect everything from the label to
stitching, texture to color, and so much more.
VIP SERVICES
By joining as our VIP Members, users may place their
order directly through our professional team to
secure their pre-order slots for limited edition items.
As the value of Silk Coin raises, VIPs can spend lesser
for same value goods compared to traditional
currencies.
VIPs may also earns up to 10% rebates with points
earned and stay up-to-date with our exclusive VIP
promotions and events.

token technology

Silk Coin is a decentralized, peer-to-peer
cryptocurrency system designed to allow online
users to process transactions through digital units of
exchange called Silk Coin (SLKC).
NULS
Silk Coin blockchain is based on the NULS
blockchain. Instead of focusing on developing a
private blockchain like many other companies. Silk
Coin project thought differently. By having a
foundation on an already existing blockchain
eco-system, the decentralized nature of
crypto SLKC is in creating a business model that
bridges the gap of trust in using the technology as
well customize the chain to fit with our needs.
Silk Coin can not only be used for trading on
exchange platforms as an investment, but a currency
to purchase merchandises on The Silk Marketplace
and a payment for VIP services available on The Silk
Streets.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

EXCHANGE

ECO-SYSTEM

USER

SILK STREETS

PROFIT

INVESTORS
BONUS
20%

VIP BONUS

4%

BURN

1%

Example, on March our profit is 1 million, we’ll take 25% from our profit
for bonus sharing and token burning. For the first 20% we’ll
airdrop to our investors, 4% will reward to our VIP community,
1% will be directly burn from our system.

SNEAKERS TOKENIZATION
Yeezy Launch

Voting

1 YZY token = 1 Yeezy

Token will be burned
after redeem

Voting End
User received the amount
according to their purchase
volume

User can trade YZY/SLKC in
decentralized exchange

YZY token can use to redeem Yeezy
at our marketplace

How does it works?
We turn a pair of sneaker into Token, example:
Adidas Yeezy launch on 13/4, we will organize an event of voting
for this pair of sneakers, the retail price is 250$, resell price is 500$
because of this function is open to public so we have to launch it
nearly resell price. 1 YZY token= 400$ , we are voting for 100 pairs,
so is 40,000$, 1 SLKC = 0.5$, our targeting volume of voting is
80,000 SLKC. Every user only allowed to purchase 1 YZY token
maximum. When the vote is end, every user will received amount
of token they purchase, user can use this token to redeem Yeezy
at our platform, this token will be listing on decentralize exchange
allow user to trade by using YZY/SLKC pairs. When we received
any redeem from user, the YZY token will be burned automatically.
This event only accept SLKC as voting currency.

coin ALLOCATION

Project Funds sercured through pre-sale are used for system development and
operation business development and strategic investment,
market and cooperated partnership service marketing and promotions.

Silk Coin
Total issued amount: 100,000,000 SLKC
Token type: NRC-20
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